
 
Measuring to Manage Crop Loss 
in Smallholder Value Chains  



20% 
of cereals 

50% 
of fruits and 
vegetables 

40% 
of roots and 
tubers 

Post-Harvest Loss Is Particularly Acute in  
Sub-Saharan Africa 

The Global Problem Is Significant 
15% income 
reduction for 
470M 
smallholder 
farmers 

1.6B could be 
fed with food 
lost each year 

25% of 
freshwater 
and 20% 
farmland 
wasted on 
unconsumed 
food 

32% percent of food is lost or wasted 
One out of every three calories. 



The Rockefeller Foundation YieldWise Initiative 
 
In 2016, The Rockefeller Foundation launched YieldWise, a $130 million  
initiative, with the goal of demonstrating how the world can halve food loss 
by 2030. 
 
YieldWise strategy focuses on four opportunities: 
 
1.   Fix broken links in the chain from farms to markets in African 

communities 
2.   Help farmers access technologies and solutions to curb preventable 

crop loss:  
3.   Invest in financing models and technology innovations that drive 

mutual economic growth 
4.   Engage global businesses in accounting for the food lost and wasted 

in their supply chains, beyond their own factories: Creating the tools 
businesses need to measure and track supply chain loss, which will 
encourage accountability, strengthen supply chains and increase profits. 

 



How do we engage the global private sector in looki
ng at post harvest food loss in their chains? 

http://www.sustainablefoodlab.org/initiatives/crop-
loss/ 

Metrics are critical - Where is th
e loss and where is it worth invest
ing?  
 
Needs: 
•  Metrics to include light food los

s look as part of full supply chai
n assessments  

•  Metrics for baseline and trackin
g when food loss has already b
een identified  
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Loss Reducing Interventions

Total Crop Loss = Production potential – (Sales to primary market  + Sales to 
secondary markets + Consumption + Saved for seed)
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Critical:  understand what happens to current “loss”… 



Understanding Crop Losses Across the Value Chains 
Production & Harvest Post Harvest 

Handling & Storage 
Transport Processing & 

Value Addition 
Distribution & 

Markets 

What drives loss at each stage in the value chain?

Pre-harvest: pests, 
diseases, weather 

Harvest: breakage, theft, 
lack of market to harvest

Lack of access to 
proper storage 

technologies leading to 
molds, infestation, 

rotting

Theft, 
spillage, 
spoilage

Rejection by 
buyers during 

grading and 
sorting due to 

poor quality

Losses in value 
from inability to 

connect to larger 
buyers and markets 

for value-added 
products 

How much loss are we finding?

•  Mango: approx. 13% harvest loss on farm 
(80% from pest/disease and poor harvesting), 

•  Maize: 15% of harvest loss on farm from pre-
YieldWise studies. 

•  Tomato: 30% loss from early pilot studies.
•  Sorghum: 8% loss in production Uganda 

Estimated 
3% 

transport 
loss in 

mango; 
maize and 

tomato 
estimates 

forthcoming

•  Mango: est. 5% factory gate rejection;
•  Maize and mango forthcoming

•  Scale activities will further 
understanding of downstream losses



Key Learnings Metrics piloting  
  
•  Quantification allows comparative analysis of 

sustainability gaps/opportunities  
•  Actors close to the farm aware of losses occurring, 

actual quantities of and reasons for loss not 
known  

•  Much of the loss in these pilots pre-Harvest. 
•  Producers often have a different perception of 

what constitutes loss. 
•  A qualitative scan with supply chain actors must 

be part of any surveying effort to understand local 
context and larger systemic causes of loss. 



In Summary 
 

•  Need shared definition of loss we can communicate 
with VC actors from varying backgrounds 

•  Measuring loss = straightforward with careful 
accounting of volumes, change in volumes, reasons 
for change along supply chain 

•  For private sector, loss is one of many issues in a 
supply chain – productivity, quality, value addition, 
climate change.  

•  Private sector wants guidance on where, why to 
focus on food loss. Perception: losses not high in 
chains linked to formal market. 

 



Other complimentary efforts: 
 

Initiatives: 
•  Food Waste Reduction Alliance 
•  Save Food Initiative 
 
Measurement Efforts: 
•  WRI Food Loss & Waste Protocol 
•  IFPRI research 
•  FAO research 

 
 
 
 


